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funeral flowers price guide

HOW I WORK
I grow flowers from March to October in my
cutting Plot at Henthorn Farm which I do
using organic principles. I try to use my own
flowers, but I also use flowers from other
local growers and the flower market and try
to always represent the season in my
arrangements.
I’m very happy to meet with you to discuss
your individual requirements and see how I
can best reflect the life you wish to honour.
. Deliveries
i can deliver to your chosen undertaker,
home or you can collect from my home
studio.
Delivery up to 3 miles £5
Delivery up to 6 miles £10

GARDEN INSPIRED
FUNERAL FLOWERS
i I like to create really personal funeral
flowers that are made especially for the
person who’s life you are celebrating.
Each tribute is made with care and
attention following a conversation about
the persons likes, dislikes and wishes. I then
interpret that into a fitting tribute that
hopefully represents your loved one
sensitively and appropriately.
my style is loose and natural and made
using seasonal ingredients many of which
are gathered from my garden and
hedgerow.

CASKET SPRAY
A traditional arrangement to be placed on
top of the coffin. Can be made with a
recyclable foam free base or a fully
biodegradeable moss base. I don’t use floral
foam.
Biodegradable bases - suitable for green
burials

60cm/2ft from £110
90cm/3ft from £175
120cm/4ft from £230
150cm/5ft from £280
Eco-friendly (uses recycled plastic
container)

60cm/2ft from £95
90cm/3ftfrom £150
120cm/4ft from £210
(150cm/5ft from £250

NATURAL TIED
SHEAF
The simplest form of flowers.

A flat-backed bouquet with woody and
textural materials to give it structure and
volume when it lies on the coffin.
Standard - 70cm from £75
Large - 90cm from £105

Suitable for natural burials

WREATH

A traditional wreath dressed in a naturalistic style with
seasonal flowers and foliage. Available on a mossed recyclable
wire base, or a mossed biodegradable base.
Mossed wire base (dressed size)

20cm base (30cm) £55
30cm base (45cm) £70
Mossed biodegradable base (sizes vary due to handmade
nature of the bases)

Dressed size approx 40cm £70
Dressed size approx 50cm £90
Suitable for natural burials

HEART
WREATH
Sizes are approximate as the wreaths vary
due to their handmade nature. Sizes for
twig hearts are from the tallest part of the
heart to the tip of the tails.
Handmade silver birch heart wreath

dressed with a garland of seasonal flowers
and foliage.
Small (approx 25cm) from £30
Standard (approx 65cm) from £70
Fully mossed and decorated heart

Available on a more sturdy natural base
without tails.
approx 30cm wide from £90
approx 45cm wide from £115
Suitable for natural burials

WRAPPED
BOUQUET
A simple hand-tied bouquet to
complement larger arrangements from
friends and family.
The bouquet uses biodegradable eco-wrap
to keep the stems hydrated (placed in a
cellophane outer). The bouquet can be laid
flat without any water spillage. It can be
re-used at the wake or taken home by
friends or family.
Standard from £30
Deluxe

from £50

contains minimal plastic (to retain
water)

BESPOKE
If you have an idea that you'd like to explore
for the right funeral flowers, please get in
touch.
email: Henthornfarmflowers@hotmail.com
phone: 07792204806
.

